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Final Conflict – Another Moment in Time DVD

2009 Metal Mind Productions http://www.metalmind.com.pl 

Coming out of Brittan’s second wave prog-rock movement, Final Conflict is certainly a band

that heralds the classic neo sound – and now two decades in music, the band has celebrated

their musical past by performing at the hallowed ground for all thing neo, Poland’s Wyspianski

Theater. 

They fall in line with bands such as Pendragon and Pallas, and in fact, Pendragon along with

Galahad were on the bill the same night. The tunes run from the groove laden “The Following,”

to the haunting “Stop,” to the technicalities of “Can’t Buy Experience;” with all tracks played

with the emotive attitude, filled with plenty of keyboard flourishes, actually having catchy

hooks, co-founders Andy Lawton & Brian Donkin sharing both lead vocals and lead guitar

duties (one of the few bands that actually has two frontmen switching the lead role), solos,

and key changes. The sound and video was mixed and edited well, you have 5.1 and Stereo

mixes for sound, and the video, shot with multiple angles, seems to be warmer this time

around, being a little less harsh on the digital end of things – it doesn’t have that ‘NPR’ look to

it like most live concerts do that are shot in digital. 

Bonus features include two interviews, one with both Lawton and Donkin who talk about the
band’s history and the other with Drummer Henry Rodgers & bassist Barry Elwood, the

younger members of the band who appear ecstatic about the whole Final Conflict experience

during the interview. You also get a bio, discography, photo gallery, and computer relevant

material such as web links and desktop images. The band is currently working on their sixth

record, and will herald a new era for the band, certainly one that will be heard among the

progressive rock masses.
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